LCC Photo Scavenger Hunt!
Safety First: please do not put yourself or others in harm for these photos. Masks are
encouraged if encountering people outside your “circle”. Photos can be texted or
emailed to Janie. (lccdod@midconetwork.com).
The Scavenger hunt can be done on your own, with family, or with friends You have the whole month
of January to complete it. Points will be awarded, and multiple gifts cards will be given to the:
•

Most photos achieved off the list

•

Most Creative

•

Whatever other idea I think deserves an award

A Special $15 Gift Card will be given to anyone who can COMBINE the most pictures in one. For
example: a pink house with a “for sale” sign, large blow-up decoration, big cross with an American
Flag.
Take a Picture with…
1) On the steps of the State Capital

10) Something that begins with the letter Z

Building

11) Filling up a Little Free Food pantry.

2) With the biggest blow-up yard

12) A Downtown Wall Mural

decoration you can find

13) The Big Boy

3) Playing on a swing set

14) In a Boat

4) A big cross

15) The Scheels Statues

5) A creative selfie with all in the group

16) Something that displays a rule

6) A “For Sale” Sign

20) The oldest version iPhone you can find

7) Everyone reading a book

21) An Act of Kindness shared of your own!

8) Something pink
9) An American Flag

22) Mailing a card to a loved one.

Trivia Scavenger hunt
1.) I am usually found in New York City at Ellis Island; however, my doppelganger is hanging out
around town. Find me and take a selfie with me striking your best pose.
2.) I am usually referred to as a symbol of freedom in the United states. There is a huge one of me
in a park. Take a picture with me with your biggest wingspan!
3.) I am a unique shape, and I can be found at a baseball park or a jewelry store.

HAVE FUN!!

